the situation in M. lini, where two paralogs of the AvrL567 gene, exhibiting significant amino acid variation, show differential recognition and response by the L5, L6, and L7 flax resistance genes (9) . However, ATR13 alleles, showing not only extensive amino acid variation but also deletions of repeated domains, were equally effective in triggering resistance via RPP13-Nd. The high level of amino acid variation among alleles that are recognized by RPP13-Nd may indicate that these variants are selectively favored in H. parasitica parasitizing host populations not expressing RPP13-Nd. To confirm that not all H. parasitica genes are undergoing an equivalent extreme rate of change, we sequenced Ppat5 from the same H. parasitica isolates. Ppat5 encodes a dnaK-type molecular chaperone (16) and hence is likely to be under different selective pressures as compared to ATR13. DNA sequence analysis of Ppat5 revealed only nine segregating polymorphisms across the 1983-base pair ORF and, in contrast to ATR13, only one of these is a nonsynonymous polymorphism (25) .
Our study reveals the RPP13/ATR13 plant/pathogen interaction to be an excellent model for studying the coevolution of resistance and avirulence genes within host and pathogen populations. The high levels of amino acid polymorphism relative to silent polymorphism in both plant and pathogen genes is consistent with a history of balancing selection operating at both loci. Within RPP13, it is the LRR domain that shows diversifying selection, whereas the rest of the gene shows selection for conservation of protein sequence (11, 12) . This study shows that the C-terminal domain of ATR13 plays a role in determining the specificity of interaction with RPP13, suggesting a direct interaction with the LRR domain. However, our initial yeast two-hybrid studies have not revealed a direct interaction between RPP13 and ATR13 (31). It is possible that different alleles of RPP13 recognize other pathogen proteins, and variation at this locus could be influenced by additional pathogen interactions, not necessarily limited to H. parasitica. Additionally, ATR13 may be detected by more than one host resistance gene, leading to increased selection for diversity in this protein. ATR13 must have a role in enabling H. parasitica to grow as an obligate biotrophic pathogen on Arabidopsis, and the elucidation of the roles of the observed motifs in planta will add substantially to our understanding of the mechanisms of biotrophic pathogenicity as well as those of host defense. The current understanding of how birds fly must be revised, because birds use their hand-wings in an unconventional way to generate lift and drag. Physical models of a common swift wing in gliding posture with a 60-sweep of the sharp hand-wing leading edge were tested in a water tunnel. Interactions with the flow were measured quantitatively with digital particle image velocimetry at Reynolds numbers realistic for the gliding flight of a swift between 3750 and 37,500. The results show that gliding swifts can generate stable leading-edge vortices at small (5-to 10-) angles of attack. We suggest that the flow around the arm-wings of most birds can remain conventionally attached, whereas the swept-back hand-wings generate lift with leading-edge vortices.
The discovery of leading-edge vortices (LEVs) on the wings of insects in flight greatly advanced the knowledge of their dominant lift-generating mechanisms (1, 2, 3). Sharp leading edges induce high lift production through flow separation with vortical flow attached to the upper surface of insect wings during flapping and gliding.
Avian wings, unlike insect and aircraft wings, consist of two distinct parts: an armwing and a hand-wing. Cross sections through arm-wings show conventional aerodynamic profiles with a rounded leading edge. In contrast, the leading edge of hand-wings is sharp, because it is the edge of the narrow vane of the outermost primary feather. Birds often use the hand-wings in a swept-back position forming a V-shaped wing configuration. Here, we apply digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) (4, 5) using models of the wing of the common swift (Apus apus), tested in a water tunnel, to investigate the lift generated by swept-back hand-wings of gliding birds (Fig. 1) .
The common swift is an extremely aerial bird species (6) with short arm-wings and very long hand-wings. An adult swift has a streamlined body: a short, forked tail and long, curved scythe-like wings (Fig. 1) . The average wing chord (the length of the cross section in the flight direction) along the hand-wing is approximately 5 cm.
Quantitative measurements of the flow patterns near a wing in flight are required to discover the lift-generating mechanisms. Such measurements on a real wing of a bird in flight are difficult and have not yet been done. Experiments quantifying the flow at some distance behind a flying bird have been carried out in a wind tunnel (7), but the resulting pictures of the disturbances in the air do not indicate exactly what happens at the wings.
Flow patterns in air and in water are the same as long as the flow is studied at the same Reynolds number (Re)
The Re number of a swift wing with an average chord length of 5 cm, gliding at an average speed of 11 m s j1 Ethe mean measured value for free-gliding swifts under conditions without wind (8)^in air of 20-C, at sea level, is 37,500.
We used a 1.5-times-enlarged and a realsize physical model of a swift wing in fast gliding posture (60-sweep of the hand-wing leading edge, based on direct observations and series of pictures of gliding swifts) to study the interactions with water in our recirculating water tunnel using DPIV (4-6).
Runs with the large model revealed the presence of a prominent LEV on top of the hand-wing. An angle of attack relative to the arm-wing chord as small as 5-with respect to the oncoming flow readily provided a stable LEV on top of the hand-wing. The wing was illuminated with a 3-cm-thick laser sheet perpendicular to the flow, in four planes successively. The results of the DPIV analysis of the pictures taken from behind are shown in Fig. 2 . The LEV can be easily recognized in each vector field. The LEV core diameter increases from the wrist ( Fig.  2A) toward the wing tip (Fig. 2C) , indicating that the LEV has a conical shape. The vortex center is located above the wing and follows the wing inward of the leading edge toward the tip. Two cm behind the wing (Fig. 2D) , the center is in a position inward from the wing tip, and the core diameter is still increasing. The maximum downwash flow velocity increases along the wing (with the LEV strength) and is twice as high at the wing tip (Fig. 2, C and D) compared with the position just behind the arm-wing ( Fig.   2A) , which indicates lift increase along the wing. The maximum downward velocity component at the wing tip is about 10% of the free-flow velocity.
The real-size cast of the swift wing showed the same flow patterns with stable LEVs at three speeds when tested at an angle of attack of about 10-relative to the proximal arm-wing chord. Figure 3A shows the increase of the LEV radius. The rotational velocities increase with the flow speed, but that does not substantially affect the radius of the vortex. Figure 3B shows how the distance between the leading edge of the wing and the vortex center increases to reach values of about 4 cm near the tip. This effect is also virtually independent of the flow velocity. These data are combined in the artist_s impression of the total flow on the wings of a gliding swift in Fig. 4 .
LEVs are robust, lift-producing aerodynamic flow systems allowing high angles of attack (9) . At high angles of attack, the drag component of the aerodynamic force is large. We assume that swifts take advantage of the high lift as well as the high drag component of the LEVs to increase their agility in flight. They can, for example, use the high angle-of-attack LEVs to brake in midair without losing height immediately, as they do while catching insects in flight.
Conventional aerodynamic profiles provide high lift and low drag at high velocities under small angles of attack. The attached flow pattern is vulnerable because high angles of attack easily cause separation and uncontrolled stall. Many birds use swept-back hand-wings during gliding. The sweep-back angle of pigeons, for example, varies in relation to gliding speed (10) . Landing in most birds requires high lift and high drag at low speeds; LEVs on swept-back hand-wings kept at high angles of attack provide these forces and make landing on a branch possible. Birds use the high lift to keep the right altitude and use the high drag to brake during the approach glide.
Here, we have shown that LEVs do not require large angles of attack and can be generated at Re numbers as low as 3750. We speculate that LEVs are also present during flapping flight in the swift and in other birds. We propose, furthermore, that the arm-wing and handwing in birds play different roles. The armwing is typically built to use the conventional aerodynamic principle with attached flow, whereas the hand-wing can induce airflow separation, resulting in a LEV to generate lift. This changes the general view of how birds fly, and we think that the consistent difference in the anatomy between arm-wing and handwing in birds can now be better understood. 
